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Abstract: Push-to-talk (PTT) is a walkie-talkie like service which performs an efficient and instant voice over
Internet protocol (VoIP) communication in mobile ad hoc network especially for certain circumstances, such as
battle field and earthquake or disaster relief. The authors have designed and implemented the PTT mechanism
in ad hoc VoIP network. The PTT server and user agent combined with the pseudo session initiation protocol
(SIP) server in the implementation provide the PTT service without standalone SIP server support. The authors
also conduct the experimental measurements, in terms of delay and packet loss, in the test-bed to
demonstrate the realisation of PTT service in ad hoc VoIP network.
T

1 Introduction
Push-to-talk (PTT) is a walkie-talkie like service defined by
the open mobile alliance (OMA) [1]. The PTT mechanism
originated from the radio system. Before using the radio, we
need to set all radio devices to the same channel. Then the
devices will receive voice signals when one presses the PTT
button within the transmission coverage. Currently, many
telecommunication operators established the PTT over
cellular (PoC) service. With this service, several predefined
group members can participate in one PTT session over
cellular network.

On the other hand, PTT performs an efficient and instant
voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) communication in
mobile ad hoc network (MANET) [2] especially for certain
circumstances, such as battle field and earthquake or
disaster relief. Traditional VoIP signalling approach, such
as session initiation protocol (SIP) [3], employs the client/
server architecture which, however, needs standalone SIP
servers to serve clients. The PTT service in ad hoc VoIP
network usually cannot provide any standalone VoIP SIP
server under non-infrastructure environment which is also
different from the PoC scenario.

One approach to provide the PTT service in ad hoc VoIP
network is applying the distributed peer-to-peer like VoIP
he Institution of Engineering and Technology 2009
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architecture instead of using centralised VoIP architecture.
Skype [4] is a VoIP client with peer-to-peer technology.
Unfortunately, it is based on a closed or non-standard
signalling protocol which makes the application work under
non-disclosure commands. The incompatibility with other
VoIP user agents (UAs) would be another issue from the
practical and research points of view. On the other hand, to
discover users and handle the mobility issue of mobile nodes
over ad hoc network is a challenge. It is even difficult for
PTT service since no signalling delay is expected when the
PTT button is pressed during the PTT session.

Many studies have been conducted on transmission VoIP
over ad hoc network based on SIP signalling, such as
modifying SIP protocol [5] or service discovery [6]. But
they do not support the PTT functionality. The PTT
service has been designed for MANETs or intelligent
transportation systems (ITS) [7–9] to conquer the
problem with no standalone SIP server support. However,
PTT UA is not compatible with existed VoIP UAs.

In this paper, we apply the pseudo SIP server [10]
proposed in our previous study to handle the SIP signalling
which keeps compatible with the existed SIP UA.
Moreover, we design and implement the PTT mechanism
integrated with previous pseudo SIP server to provide the
PTT service in ad hoc VoIP network. The PTT server and
IET Commun., 2009, Vol. 3, Iss. 5, pp. 740–751
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UA combined with the pseudo SIP server in our
implementation accomplish the PTT applications without
standalone SIP server support. In our system, the user
simply presses the PTT button from our designed graphical
user interface (GUI) of PTT UA to trigger the PTT service.
Mobile nodes can join or leave the PTT group at any time
in our design. We develop a test-bed to demonstrate the
realisation of PTT service with distributed pseudo SIP server
in ad hoc VoIP network. The delay and packet loss, which
are two important issues for PTT and VoIP applications, are
measured from our designed experimental scenarios to
confirm the feasibility of the PTT service in MANET.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives an
overview of related works. Section 3 describes the system
architecture and design of PTT mechanism using pseudo
SIP server in ad hoc VoIP network, whereas Section 4
presents the system implementation. The test-bed for
experimental measurement is conducted in Section 5 to
demonstrate the realisation of PTT service in MANET.
Finally, the conclusion is addressed in Section 6.

2 Related works
2.1 Ad hoc VoIP

Owing to the frequent change of network topology in ad hoc
network environment, the discovery service for VoIP users
becomes important. Some studies have focused on the
research of VoIP over ad hoc network using modified SIP
protocol [5] or other protocols, such as service location
protocol for service discovery [6, 11]. However, modified
SIP protocol may not be compatible with SIP UAs.

Some researches for VoIP on ad hoc network have improved
the performance using different layering mechanisms. For
instance, Ling et al. [12] used channel access prioritising
mechanism to improve voice capacity and Zhang et al. [13]
proposed an extended ad hoc on-demand distance vector
(AODV) routing protocol to improve performance of VoIP.
Other studies adopt different approaches to improve play-
back delay or packet loss over MANET, such as adaptive
source network rate control [14], adaptive playout buffering
with routing approach [15]. However, their works only
provided evaluated models or simulation results.

On the other hand, hopping issue is an important issue
under MANET. Barcelo et al. [16] presented a joint
VoIP/IEEE 802.11 model for ad hoc networks, which
unfortunately only considered the single-hop issue.
Armenia et al. [17] conducted the implementation of a
VoIP test-bed on a multihop ad hoc network. However,
their work only took into account stationary nodes. Also,
their test-bed employed the client/server architecture with
standalone SIP server. It is complicated to deploy in ad hoc
network environment, which comes to the similar issue in
Fasolo’s work [18] using a gateway to solve the problem.
Commun., 2009, Vol. 3, Iss. 5, pp. 740–751
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Therefore the integration of SIP functionality with clients
and being compatible with existed UAs would be one of the
important approach to realise ad hoc VoIP and then be a great
platform for advance services, such as PTT.

2.2 Push-to-talk service

In the OMA approach, a PoC server, playing the role of
central arbitrator, is applied to coordinate the permission to
speak among the group members and determine the
member who is permitted to speak. The researches in [7, 8]
proposed a distributed PTT mechanism for the ITS
environment. Since, it does not require any central arbitrator
in ITS, the mechanism automatically determines the group
member who is permitted to speak through the distributed
learning interaction. The research, however, is based on the
modelling. No further design or implementation issue was
found yet.

The research in [9] implemented the voice group
communication in MANET. They reused the optimised
flooding techniques from the optimised link state routing
(OLSR) protocol [18, 19] to minimise the number of
forwarding nodes. Some experimental results were analysed;
however, their UAs are not compatible with existed VoIP or
PTT UAs.

Other studies focused on the transmission of VoIP and
performance analysis in ad hoc network [20, 21]. Also the
research in [10] proposed the user and service discovery
mechanism based on the subscribe and state presence to
handle the VoIP signalling exchange in ad hoc network.
Unfortunately, they do not support the PTT functionality.

In this paper, we design the PTT service and combine it
with pseudo SIP server [10] proposed from our previous
study to deal with the SIP signalling which keeps the
originality of the SIP protocol. This design and
implementation is based on the standard SIP protocol and
compatible with existed SIP UAs to achieve the realisation of
PTT service in ad hoc VoIP networks.

3 System architecture and design
In this paper, we modify our previous pseudo SIP server and
embed the PTT server module in it plus the implementation
of PTT UA to achieve the PTT services over ad hoc VoIP
network. The system design with pseudo SIP server and
PTT server module will be discussed next.

3.1 System architecture

The system architecture in this paper is shown in Fig. 1 where
the middleware pseudo SIP server provides the services for SIP
UA and PTT UA applications. As described from our
previous work [10], the pseudo SIP server is compatible with
all SIP UAs. By employing the SIP presence, pseudo SIP
server is capable of discovering the mobile device and
741
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exchanging the signalling over the ad hoc network. The PTT
UA combined with PTT server provides the user interface
to trigger the PTT service.

3.2 System design

As shown in Fig. 1, the pseudo SIP server consists of five
functions: the session management module, the mobility
mechanism, the server module, the cache module and the
discovery module to accomplish basic VoIP and PTT
service. The function of the server module is based on our
previous work, including registrar server and proxy server
[10], plus the addition of PTT server in this paper.
Registrar server and proxy server are used for SIP

Figure 2 Process of session management module

Figure 1 System architecture of pseudo SIP server with PTT
server module
2
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registration and signalling forwarding, respectively. PTT
server is responsible for PTT service. The details of the
PTT server will be discussed in the next section.

The session management module is designed to receive
and parse the SIP signalling, and then respond to different
SIP methods. Fig. 2 shows the functionalities of the
session management module, which includes the initiation,
establishment, modification and termination of session.

In the ad hoc network, users can join or leave the group
voluntarily. This situation is considered in this study, and
the Mobility mechanism is added to deal with it. When
User A turns on the VoIP applications, such as SIP UA or
PTT UA, it stores the REGISTER in the cache module.
Fig. 3 shows the REGISTER mechanism related to the
mobility mechanism. We use multicast mechanism for
information exchange to avoid mass signalling packets in ad
hoc network. The PTT users listen at the multicast address
224.0.0.1 to acquire other users’ information. On receiving
the REGISTER message multicasted from the remote
user, for example, User B, the mobility mechanism checks
with the cache module to synchronise the user list.

When the local UA initiate an INVITE message, the
mobility mechanism searches the user list in the cache
module, as shown in Fig. 4. If the user is matched, it
forwards the INVITE message. Otherwise, it multicasts
REGISTER message to discover the remote user. If no
user responds, the mobility mechanism replies 404 Not
Found message to the local UA.

The cache module records the user’s information via user
registration and discovery mechanism. Fig. 5 shows the
process flow of the cache module. If the signalling is
classified as registration message, the process is initiated to
verify whether the user has been registered in the cache. If
it has registered, the cache module ignores the message.
Otherwise, the cache module parses the signalling and
stores the related message.

The discovery module is designed for user search and
discovery. Fig. 6 shows the operating process of the
Figure 3 REGISTER mechanism
IET Commun., 2009, Vol. 3, Iss. 5, pp. 740–751
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discovery module. When the local user initiates an INVITE,
the discovery module checks the cache module via the
mobility mechanism to see if the invited user is in the
cache. If it is in the cached list, the discovery module
passes the INVITE message to the server module for
signalling forwarding. Otherwise, the discovery module
multicasts the register signalling and starts a timer. Before
time-out, it waits for the remote users to update its cache.
When the timer expires, it removes the stale information in
the cache module.

Figure 5 Process flow of the cache module

Figure 4 User advertisement flow chart
Commun., 2009, Vol. 3, Iss. 5, pp. 740–751
i: 10.1049/iet-com.2008.0329
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3.3 PTT server

The PTT mechanism provides the instant voice
communication with the users in the pre-defined group by
simply pressing a button. Therefore we focus on the ability of
group and instant voice communication in our design. The
functional architecture of the PTT server in this paper is
shown in Fig. 7.

The PTT server is further divided into four modules: the
group creator module, the register module, the subscribe
module and the notify module, where the group creator
and subscribe modules link to the corresponding tables,
Tables I and II in Fig. 7, to synchronise the PTT group
list and user list, respectively.

One of the major concerns for group voice communication
is the unique identifier. The group creator module uses the
multicast address and sender port number as the index for
identification. The process flow of the group creator
module is shown in Fig. 8. When the PTT UA intends to
create a PTT group, the group creator module checks the
group list table (Table I in Fig. 7, which is designed to
synchronise the identifier of voice group) to find the
matched group. If there is no matched list in the table, the

Figure 7 Functional architecture of the PTT server
Figure 6 Process flow of user discovery
743
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group creator module will create a new group list and respond
to the PTT UA via the register module. The PTT server
completes the voice group session establishment by
multicasting the group identifier to the remote users via the
notify module.

The register module combined with the group creator
module in PTT server is designed to handle the access
control of the PTT group communication and to
achieve the function of user invitation and session
participation. When the local PTT UA sends the PTT
registration message to the group creator module, the
register module responds with the group identifier in
the contact field of SIP message after obtaining the
unique identifier from the group creator module. The
signalling flow of PTT registration and invitation is
shown in Fig. 9.

For the case of inviting remote user to join the PTT group
voice communication, the PTT UA applies the REFER
method in SIP signalling, which is implemented in the
register module, to pass the PTT server address
information to the invited user. The invited user can simply
acknowledge the invitation to join the PTT group voice
communication. The process flow of the REFER method
in the register module is shown in Fig. 10.

The subscribe and notify modules are responsible for the
events subscription and notification, such as user joining
and leaving events. The updated user information is
recorded in Table II of Fig. 7 to synchronise the user list
for PTT application. The notify module sends the notified
event to the local PTT UA for the case of remote update.
When the event is triggered from the local UA, it
multicasts the event message to the remote users. The
signalling flow of subscription and notification is shown in
Fig. 11.

Figure 8 Process flow of group creator module
The Institution of Engineering and Technology 2009
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4 System implementation
The implementation is divided into two parts. One is the PTT
server that is embedded in the pseudo SIP server. The other
one is the PTT UA directly for PTT applications as well as
experimental measurement and analysis. By using the Linux
Socket over Ubuntu Linux 6.10 [22] operating system, we
develop the PTT server. The hardware and software
specifications of ad hoc nodes are shown in Table 1. The
routing mechanism of the wireless networking
implementation is based on the OLSR [18, 19] to achieve
packet forwarding and hopping in ad hoc network. We use
‘iwconfig’ command to set up the ad hoc mode for all nodes
and conduct Wireshark Network Protocol Analyzer [23] to
record packet messages and related metrics, such as delay
and packet loss. The implementation setup provides the
mobile nodes with the voice communication and PTT
functionality in the ad hoc networking environment without

Figure 9 Signalling flow of PTT register and INVITE

Figure 10 Process flow of REFER method
IET Commun., 2009, Vol. 3, Iss. 5, pp. 740–751
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infrastructure support. The pseudo code of the PTT server,
including functions of group creator, register, subscribe and
notify, is shown in Fig. 12.

On the other hand, considering the cross-platform analysis
and experiments for PTT mechanism, we use JAVA program
(version jdk-6u2) to develop the PTT UA for PTT
communication and measurements. We apply the
embedded JAVA interface elements to create the user
interface of the application and utilise the developed
elements of jSIP version 0.8 [24] to handle the SIP
signalling for the PTT UA. Therefore the SIP signalling
transmission is completed through the tools and elements
of J2SE extension suit JMF [25].

Table 1 Hardware and Software specifications

Notebook

version IBM Think PAD X32

CPU Pentium 1.8 GHz

memory 512 MB

wireless card Intel PRO/Wireless 2200

operating system Ubuntu 6.10

UA implementation API

development tools JAVA jdk-6u2

SIP Library jSIP 0.8

RTP Library JAVA Media Framework API

interface JAVA Interface API

Figure 11 Signalling flow of subscribe and notify
Commun., 2009, Vol. 3, Iss. 5, pp. 740–751
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The developed architecture of the PTT UA and server as
well as pseudo SIP server is shown in Fig. 13. From the
logical point of view, the PTT UA equips with both the UA
client (UAC) and UA server (UAS) functionalities to
accomplish the PTT signalling request and response. The
implemented pseudo code of UAC is shown in Fig. 14,
which initiates the SIP signalling requests for PTT
applications such as INVITE, REGISTER and BYE
methods as well as PTT requests.

The UAS responds to the caller’s request with
corresponding message. The implemented pseudo code of
the UAS is shown in Fig. 15. The GUI function in our
design handles the SIP signalling response from PTT
server. For instance, when the UAS receives the REFER
request, it responds with a graphical dialogue to notify the
caller for the proper response selection. The GUI of PTT
UA is shown in Fig. 16, which provides the realisation of
PTT ad hoc VoIP with group user list.

5 Test-bed for experimental
measurement
The test-bed for experimental measurement and emulation is
shown in Fig. 17, where all wireless nodes employ the

Figure 12 Pseudo code of PTT server
745
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A

Figure 13 PTT UA and server architecture
independent basic service set of ad hoc mode to inter-
connect to each other. The ad hoc nodes are aligned in
linear arrangement. The main purpose of this design is to
observe the VoIP performance in terms of the number of
hopping.

5.1 PTT signalling overhead

The proposed PTT design is capable of offering instant voice
communication as compared with VoIP services. This is due to
the simplicity of the signal handling. As shown in Fig. 18, the
process flow of VoIP INVITE signalling requires five
procedures, including INVITE, Trying, Ringing, 200 OK
and ACK, to establish voice session. However, our PTT
design only requires three signalling exchange to accomplish
this establishment.

Figure 14 Pseudo code of the UAC
he Institution of Engineering and Technology 2009
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To provide concrete evidence of instant voice service for
PTT, we measure the signalling delay from initiating
INVITE to establishing voice session for both PTT and
VoIP services, as shown in the case 1 of Fig. 17 test-bed,
in which the experiments are conducted with two hopping
for 100 times. The result is shown in Fig. 19 where the
average INVITE signalling delay for VoIP is about
17.3 ms; however, our PTT mechanism only takes 3 ms to
accomplish the INVITE signalling establishment. The
reduction in INVITE signalling delay for PTT is due to
the less signalling procedures for users. Especially in ad hoc
network, more signalling packets consume even more
available transmission resources. Consequently, the
signalling delay of PTT provides better result than VoIP.

Figure 15 Pseudo code of the UAS
IET Commun., 2009, Vol. 3, Iss. 5, pp. 740–751
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5.2 PTT voice traffic measurements

5.2.1 Multi-hopping voice traffics with different
payloads: In our experiments, we observe the
performance of PTT voice communication, such as delay
and packet loss, for voice packets with different payloads
and through different hop counts of forwarding, as shown
in the measurement architecture of Fig. 17. The voice
payloads are varied from 50 to 400 bytes and two to six
hop counts of forwarding are carried out for the
measurements. We increase the forwarding nodes one by
one, separated in 3 m each, to observe the influence of the
hop counts on the PTT voice delay and packet loss. All
experiments are conducted for 100 times to calculate the
mean delay and packet loss.

In case 1 scenario, the PTT voice packets from sender are
forwarded by node 2 to the receiver. Similarly for case 5 with
six hop counts scenario, the PTT packets are forwarded via

Figure 16 GUI of PTT UA
Commun., 2009, Vol. 3, Iss. 5, pp. 740–751
i: 10.1049/iet-com.2008.0329
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nodes 2–6, sequentially to the receiver. To avoid the
system asynchronous problem in different nodes for ad hoc
network, we develop a program with forward and
acknowledge mechanism, respectively, and embed it into
each node and receiver. Therefore the receiver will
acknowledge the received packets to allow the sender to
analyse the overall transmission delay.

In our experiments, we use fixed 200 kB voice data for
PTT delay and packet loss measurements. The PTT voice
data will be segmented into different numbers of
transmitted packets depending on the payload sizes, varied
from 50 to 400 bytes. The experimental results in terms of
delay time of PTT voice packets for different PTT voice
payload sizes are shown in Fig. 20. From Fig. 20, we can
see that the packets with 50-byte payload size experience
the minimum mean delay for two-hop transmission. When
the payload size increases, the mean delay increases
gradually for two-hop transmission. The reason for low
mean delay with smaller payload size is believed to be due
to the reduction in packet handling and forwarding delay
for smaller packets at the intermediate node although the
voice data will be segmented into more packets. This result
is true for two-hop transmission since the network
topology and signalling of OLSR is not complicate and the
broadcast messages to maintain the routing information is
less. Therefore the smaller packets increase the wireless
transmission and forwarding rate and consequently reduce
the mean delay of voice traffic.

However, when the transmission hop count increases, the
mean delay behaviour is changed. The mean delay increases
significantly for 50-byte payload with more than three-hop
Figure 17 Test-bed for experimental measurement

Figure 18 Process flow of PTT signalling against VoIP
747
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Figure 20 Mean delay of different payload sizes

Figure 19 Two-hop signalling delay of PTT and VoIP
forwarding. The packet loss, shown in Table 2, also
increases dramatically for 50-byte payload with more than
four-hop forwarding. This is due to the significant
increase in the probability of packet collision for lots of
smaller packets when the mobile nodes increase. At the
same time, the significant increase of broadcast messages
coming from the OLSR periodical signalling for more
than four-hop forwarding is believed to contribute lots of
signalling collision. In addition, the buffer in the mobile
or forwarding node may not be able to handle all the
increase of signalling and arriving packets. Thus, the
dropping rate is expected to increase. This therefore
causes the significant increase of mean delay and packet
he Institution of Engineering and Technology 2009
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loss for 50-byte payload packets with more than three or
four hops forwarding.

On the other hand, when we increase the packet payload
size, the overall segmented packets decrease. Therefore the
probability of collision for wireless transmission of larger
payload packets is reduced as compared with that of the
smaller payload packets. This results in the reduction of
mean delay, as shown in Fig. 18, for larger payload packets
as compared with smaller payload packets with three and
more hops forwarding. The mean delay of PTT voice
packets is less than 110 ms even for six-hop forwarding
under our experimental setup. The packet loss for larger
Table 2 Packet loss of different payload sizes

Payload

Hop count 50, % 100, % 150, % 200, % 250, % 300, % 350, % 400, %

two hop 0.076 0.049 0.034 0.037 0.03 0.023 0.014 0.012

three hop 0.62 0.56 0.49 0.44 0.31 0.27 0.23 0.16

four hop 11.3 8.24 7.69 5.27 5.03 3.58 2.36 1.26

five hop 13.62 8.58 7.16 5.31 5.16 3.76 2.87 1.37

six hop 15.21 9.12 7.31 6.43 5.38 3.84 2.95 1.43
IET Commun., 2009, Vol. 3, Iss. 5, pp. 740–751
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Figure 21 Experimental topology for different member group sizes
payload packets is not as bad as that of the smaller payload
packets. As seen in Table 2, when we raise the number of
forwarding hops the packet loss increases. However, even
with six-hop forwarding, the packet loss for the 400-byte
payload under our experimental scenario is as low as 1.43%.

We summarise the performance of proposed PTT
mechanism in terms of mean delay and packet loss with
different forwarding hop counts and different packet payload
sizes under ad hoc VoIP network environment as follows.
For smaller payload packets, such as 50-byte payload, the
mean delay is believed to be contributed mostly from the
transmission delay due to the contention probability.
Therefore the increase in the amount of transmitted packets
due to the increase of the forwarding nodes will increase the
mean delay dramatically. Similar result is concluded for
the packet loss with smaller payload packets. However, for
the larger payload packets, the mean delay is believed to
come from both the processing delay of forwarding nodes
and the transmission delay due to the contention probability.
Thus, the increase in the forwarding hops does not
deteriorate as sharply as the case of smaller payload packets.
The results suggest that payload size of 300–400 bytes will
provide an acceptable PTT voice communication, in terms of
mean delay and packet loss, for six-hop forwarding. However,
for as simple as two-hop forwarding ad hoc network, smaller
payload packets, such as 50-byte payload, will realise the
PTT service with mean delay as low as 1.784 ms.

5.2.2 Multi-hopping voice traffics with different
member group sizes: Since PTT is a group
conversation service, we further conduct the experiments
Commun., 2009, Vol. 3, Iss. 5, pp. 740–751
10.1049/iet-com.2008.0329
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according to different numbers of group size. We increase
the group size and observe its influence on delay and
packet loss. The experimental topology is illustrated in
Fig. 21. At first, the sender transmits voice packets to the
receiver via node 192.168.10.18 without the appearance of
nodes 1–4. Then, we add one node for each repeated
experiment. The worst case of this experimental scenario is
when every participated group member wants to send voice
packets simultaneously. We conduct the worst case
experiment for voice delay analysis with the increase of
group member size. The result is shown is Fig. 22, in
which the voice delay increases with the number of group
size. The mean delay is about 2 ms when there are only
three members in the PTT group. When the group
member increases to 5, the mean delay becomes 388 ms
which is at about accepted level from ITU-T VoIP
quality of service (QoS) [26]. However, the mean delay
dramatically increases to 1584 ms with seven group
members in the worst case which is an unacceptable QoS.
Although we adopt the worst case in our experiments, our
PTT test-bed is capable of providing acceptable QoS in
terms of delay with five group members.

Furthermore, we measure the PTT packet loss with
different group members in the worst case, as shown in
Fig. 23. Similarly, when the member group size increases,
the packet loss increases. In our worst case experiment, the
PTT QoS deteriorates in terms of packet loss with four
group members. However, for the normal condition, in
which not all members simultaneously send voice packets
all the time, the packet loss performance is expected to be
improved a lot for our PTT design.
Figure 22 Mean RTP delay with different member group sizes in the worst case
749
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Figure 23 Packet loss with different member group sizes in the worst case
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have designed and implemented the PTT
mechanism in ad hoc VoIP network. We modified our
previous pseudo SIP server and embedded the PTT server
in the Server module for the PTT services. We also
implemented the PTT UA for PTT applications as well as
experimental measurements and analyses. The test-bed
demonstrated the realisation of PTT service with distributed
pseudo SIP server in ad hoc VoIP network without
standalone SIP server support.

From our measurements, the mean delay and packet loss of
300–400-byte payload are within acceptable PTT voice
communication, less than 200 ms and 5%, respectively, for
six-hop forwarding under our experimental scenarios. Also,
our PTT design is capable of providing acceptable QoS in
terms of delay with five group members for the worst case.

Further investigation on the influence of the ad hoc nodes
density on the performance as well as the limitation of
forwarding hop counts to achieve acceptable PTT voice
communication over ad hoc networks will be carried out next.
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